The Challenge
Given the pipeline of infrastructure projects and
house-building programmes, there is an urgent need
to attract young talent into the Built Environment
sector. However, low awareness and the out-dated
perception of our industry can prevent young
people, teachers and parents from recognising
the tremendous opportunities and rewards our
sector can offer. Construction Youth Trust is
working closely with industry partners to roll out a
coordinated schools campaign to excite and inspire
young people about future careers in the Built
Environment industries.

Our Goals
Over the next three years, the Trust aims to work
with our partners to promote the modern Industry
by:
Building long-term relationships with over 100
schools & colleges
Engaging with 20,000 young people
Supporting 10,000 young people to progress into
construction/STEM-related ETE*
Working with 2,000 teachers, parents and career
advisors
Prioritising young people facing barriers, those
from disadvantaged communities and underrepresented groups
Working in places where a long-term pipeline
of skilled workers will be required and connecting
communities with developments
* Employment/Training/Education

Construction Youth Trust
Construction Youth Trust is a charity, set up 50
years ago, which inspires young people about
career opportunities in the construction industry
and facilitates their journey into work. Our priority
focus is supporting young people facing barriers to
employment and those groups under-represented in
the industry, such as women and young people from
BAME backgrounds.
For over 12 years, the Trust’s Budding Brunels
programme has worked with industry in over 100
schools to engage and inspire thousands of young
people about the breadth of rewarding career
opportunities. Typically, 70% of Budding Brunels
participants have progressed into construction/
STEM-related ETE*.
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Construction Youth Trust
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How you can help

We believe that by working together as a sector,
we can achieve a much-needed step change in the
mind-set and perception of young people towards
careers in the Infrastructure and Built Environment
sector.

Construction Youth Trust is seeking industry partners
to join the Schools Partnership by offering two
streams of support:

Our aim is to help build a cross-industry partnership
that promotes modern sector careers to young
people in school, their teachers and parents, to more
accurately reflect the breadth of career progression
opportunities today’s industry can offer.

IN KIND SUPPORT
Industry volunteers and role-models to inspire and
mentor young people
Project, site and work-place visits
Tasters of modern methods & technology
Work experience placements
Access to apprenticeships, training and jobs
Introductions to partners, clients and supply chain
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
We hope partners will make an annual financial
commitment of:
£15,000 (SMEs £5,000)
£30,000+ for Gold Partners, includes bespoke CSR
Plan
£50,000+ for Platinum Partners, includes bespoke
CSR Plan and Advisory Role

Benefits of Partnership
Creates a diverse pipeline of emerging talent to
meet tomorrow’s skills needs
Contributes to CSR and other strategic priorities
Supports section 106 and other local obligations
Provides evidence of social value
Engages schools in a cost-effective way
Demonstrates impact with robust evaluation and
reporting
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Cross-Industry partnership

@constructionYT

Role of Construction Youth Trust
Brokering long-term and sustainable
relationships with schools on behalf of industry
Designing employer engagement programmes
with schools, tailored to the needs of their
young people
Facilitating and supporting industry partners to
deliver a range of employer engagement
activities in each school
Signposting partners on issues such as
safeguarding
Building a coalition of cross-industry support
and a wide network of partners
Offering schools a seamless interaction with
local developments, as some projects approach
completion and others start up
Working with schools to monitor outcomes and
evaluate long-term impact

Contact us now
to find out more
0207 467 9540

